Events Calendar Guidelines
Events
Queensland has a proud tradition of welcoming people from a diverse range of cultural, religious
and linguistic backgrounds.
We provide the opportunity for organisations to publicise their events, festivals and projects
through our events calendar. Those published are compiled and maintained using the information
provided to us by the coordinating organisation. It is the responsibility of the coordinating
organisation to provide us with any updates or changes to the event so that these can be reflected
accurately in the events calendar.

What type of events can you submit?
While we support and encourage the participation of events, festivals and projects that enhance
community and economic participation, we reserve the right not to publish events that do not meet
one or more of the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

promote and celebrate Queensland’s multicultural identity and its benefits
promote and encourage community participation and intercultural connections
promote increased understanding between diverse cultural groups and the wider
community
increased engagement of general community groups in connecting and welcoming people
from culturally diverse backgrounds into a wide range of community activities.
strengthen the sense of belonging for all Queenslanders regardless of cultural, religious or
linguistic background
provide opportunities to foster a greater understanding of people from a diverse range of
cultural, religious and linguistic backgrounds.
encourage the full participation of people from diverse backgrounds in the cultural,
economic, political and social life of Queensland
support education and mentoring for people from culturally diverse backgrounds including
tertiary education expos and industry engagement seminars.

Add or update an event
To add or update an event, festival or project, the coordinating organisation is required to complete
the event registration form.
We reserve the right to not publish an event if it is considered to not align with the calendar
criteria, or is considered to be solely for advertising or promotion of products or companies. We will
notify the coordinating organisation in writing if the submission is not published.

